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1. Introduction 

Factor investing is an investment approach that involves allocating portfolio 

weights to stocks with quantifiable firm characteristics (known as factors). Factor 

investing can be employed to earn significant risk-adjusted returns in the stock 

market. For instance, Banz (1981) showed that higher risk-adjusted returns (known 

as alpha) can be generated from size factor. Small-cap stocks earn on average 

higher risk-adjusted returns than large-cap stocks. Jegadeesh and Titman (1983) 

described how momentum factor generates excess returns as current winning 

stocks tend to outperform current losing stocks in the short-term. Fama and French 

(1998) illustrated the role of value factor in driving risk-adjusted returns. Value 

stocks (those with high price-to-book value ratio) tend to outperform growth 

stocks. 

In the past years, portfolio managers and academicians discovered more and more 

factors that are shown to beat the average stock market returns. Harvey, Liu and 

Zhu (2016) described more than 300 factors published in top academic journals. 

Amidst its prevalence, factor investing comes with certain limitations. Arnott et. al. 

(2019) exposed blunders that adversely affect the profitability of factor investing. 

For instance, factor investing results are exaggerated due to data mining and 

unrealistic trading cost expectations. Moreover, factor returns experience 

substantial downside shocks during market crashes. Factor returns also become 

more correlated over time, diminishing its diversification effect. 

This study aims to extend the factor investing literature by examining the 

dependencies between well-known factors and common performance metrics on 

portfolio risk and return. Furthermore, this study will investigate whether a cluster 

of factor strategies can generate significant risk-adjusted returns over time. Finally, 

this research will build a portfolio return and risk model using a variety of 

supervised learning algorithms.    

2. Data Source 

The dataset from Liu and Yeh (2015) will be used to analyze the profitability of 

factor investing strategies. The dataset contains the resulting returns and risks of 
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different portfolio allocations to five widely known factors (namely Value, 

Growth, Momentum, Size and Beta) as shown in Tables 1 and 2:  

      

Table 1.  Different Portfolio Allocations to Five Common Factors 

Table 1 provides different portfolio allocations to five different factors. For instance, 

the first row is the strategy with 100% allocation to Value Factor (as estimated by 

investing in stocks with high Book-to-Price or B/P ratio). Note that Large B/P and 

Large S/P estimate the Value factor. Large ROE serves as proxy to Growth factor. 

Large Return Rate in the last quarter approximates the Momentum factor. Large 

Market Value and Small Systematic Risk estimate the Size and Beta factors, 

respectively.   

 

Table 2. Portfolio Return and Risk of Factor Investing Strategies 

Table 2 presents the resulting returns and risks of portfolio allocation weights to five 

portfolio factors in Table 1. For instance, the strategy of allocating 100% to Value 

factor in row 1 of Table 1 will yield an annual return of 25.54%, excess return of 

2.08%, systematic risk of 0.9756, total risk of 0.0814, absolute win rate of 80%, and 

relative win rate of 60%.     
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Book Value-to-Price Ratio (Large B/P) and Sales-to-Price Ratio (Large S/P) serve as 

proxy for the Value Factor. The value factor stems from the observation that the 

return rates of undervalued stocks tend to outperform those of overvalued stocks. A 

higher Book Value-to-Price Ratio or Sales-to-Price Ratio implies a higher probability 

that a stock is undervalued.  

The Large Return on Equity (Large ROE) is used as an estimate for the Growth 

Factor. The growth factor pertains to the observation that the return rates of stocks of 

profitable firms tend to outperform those of non-profitable firms. ROE is often used 

to assess a firm’s profitability. A higher ROE implies that the firm is more profitable.     

Momentum Factor depicts the tendency of stocks to follow previously observed 

trend. For instance, if the recent return of the stock is higher than normal, it will 

continue to trend higher in the short-term. As the rebalance period in computing 

portfolio returns in the data is quarterly, the Return Rate in the last quarter is used as 

a proxy to measure degree of momentum. 

Market Capitalization estimates the Size Factor, which pertains to the observation 

that stocks with small market capitalization tend to outperform those with large 

market capitalization. Moreover, the smaller the size of the firm, the less traded the 

stock tends to be (i.e., the stock is less liquid) and the higher the risk of holding the 

stock.  

Risk factor Beta (ꞵ) assesses the small systematic risk of the stock, particularly how 

the stock returns fluctuate with market benchmark returns. If ꞵ is greater than 1, the 

stock’s fluctuation is greater than the benchmark and has a higher volatility risk, and 

vice versa.              

Six performance indicators (Annual Return, Excess Return, Systematic Risk, Total 

Risk, Absolute Win Rate, and Relative Win Rate) are considered as labels. Annual 

Return is calculated from the following formula: 

                                                                                (1) 

where R is the accumulated return rates and t is the duration in years. 
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Excess return is estimated from the regression coefficient value α in the following 

regression equation:  

                                                               (2)        

If the excess return α > 0, it shows that portfolio i is generating returns above the 

general return of the stock market.                                             

Systematic Risk is derived from  ꞵ in Eq. (2). A higher value of ꞵ implies a higher 

systematic risk of the portfolio.   

Total Risk σ is measured by the standard deviation of portfolio return. It refers to 

the volatility of portfolio return rate in a given period of time. The large volatility 

of portfolio return rate is captured by a high standard deviation of portfolio return.        

Absolute Win Rate (Winabs) is determined by the following formula: 

                                                                       (3) 

where n1 is the number of portfolio holding periods when the portfolio return rate 

is above 0 and N is the total number of portfolio holding periods.      

Relative Win Rate (Winrel) is determined by the following formula: 

                                                               (4) 

where n2 is the number of portfolio holding periods when the portfolio return rate 

is above the general stock market return.      
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Finally, the dataset is divided into four time periods: 

Period Date 

Period 1 1990/9/30 to 1995/6/30 

Period 2 1995/9/30 to 2000/6/30 

Period 3 2000/9/30 to 2005/6/30 

Period 4 2005/9/30 to 2010/6/30 

All Periods 1990/9/30 to 2010/6/30 

Table 3. Historical Time Period 

The entire dataset covers the twenty-year period from 30 September 1990 to 30 

June 2010. Each of the four subperiods shows the portfolio returns and risk of 

different factor allocations when implemented in the given period. The data also 

assumes that the portfolio is rebalanced every quarter (3 months).      

3.  Methodology 

The performance indicators on returns and risks will be scaled to account for 

differences in units. Mutual Information (MI) between the six proxy estimates for 

the factor strategies (features) and each of the performance indicators (labels) will 

be computed to determine the degree of dependencies between the features and the 

labels. A high Mutual Information signals that a given feature contains a good 

amount of information on a performance indicator and provides insight on the key 

factors that drive the movement of the performance indicator.      

K-Means Clustering will be used to find natural clustering of different factor 

allocations based on their performance indicators for each of the subperiods. 

Finally, a variety of supervised learning methods will be implemented to build a 

portfolio return and risk model. The model will determine the fair value of each of 

the performance indicators given different factor allocations.10-Fold Cross-

Validated R2 will be used to evaluate and select the best model.  

Methodology flowchart is presented in Figure 1, and the set-ups of these methods 

will be discussed in more depth in subsequent parts: 
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Figure 1. Methodology Flowchart 

4. Data Preprocessing 

Each of the performance indicators was scaled and normalized to account for 

differences in units. Failure to scale the labels can distort the resulting portfolio 

return and risk model using supervised learning algorithms.  Note that the six 

features in the raw data are already expressed in percentage form and the 

corresponding features for each data point sum up to 1. Hence, no data 

preprocessing is necessary for the features.     

5. Mutual Information  

Mutual information between the six features and each of the performance 

indicators was determined to gain insight on significant factors that drive the 

movement of the performance indicators. Mutual information result and analysis 

are presented in Tables 4 to 9:    

 

 

Table 4. Mutual Information between Six Factor Strategies and Annual Returns 

Raw Data 
Data 

Preprocessing 

Mutual 

Information 

 

K-Means 

Clustering 

Supervised 

Learning  

Conclusion 
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Large B/P, Large ROE and Large Market Value proved to have consistently 

positive and high mutual dependence with annual returns than other features across 

all subperiods. Small systematic risk only showed to have mutual dependence with 

annual returns in recessionary Period 4. 

  

 

Table 5. Mutual Information between Six Factor Strategies and Excess Returns 

Large S/P had sustainably high mutual dependence with excess returns. Moreover, 

only Large S/P, Large Market Value, and Small Systematic Risk contained 

information about excess returns in the 4th subperiod. Large Return Rate in the last 

quarter had consistently low mutual information with excess returns.  

 

 

Table 6. Mutual Information between Six Factor Strategies and Systematic Risk 

Large S/P proved to have consistently positive mutual dependence with systematic 

risk across all subperiods. Large Return Rate in the last quarter also showed some 

mutual dependence with systematic risk although at a lesser degree than Large S/P. 

Mutual information of other features varied greatly across each period. 
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Table 7. Mutual Information between Six Factor Strategies and Total Risk 

Small systematic risk had consistently high mutual information with total risk, 

suggesting the importance of measuring the β of each stock in understanding the 

drivers of the stock’s total risk. Other features had inconsistent mutual information 

with total risk across the four subperiods. Furthermore, only small systematic risk 

showed to have significant dependence with total risk during recessionary period 4.     

 

 

Table 8. Mutual Information between Six Factor Strategies and Absolute Win Rate 

Large S/P proved to have consistent positive mutual dependence with absolute win 

rate across the four subperiods. Small systematic risk also showed to have 

sustained mutual dependence with absolute win rate albeit at a lower degree than 

Large S/P.  

 

 

Table 9. Mutual Information between Six Factor Strategies and Relative Win Rate 

Large ROE showed to have high and consistent mutual dependence with relative 

win rate across all subperiods. Other features had volatile and inconsistent mutual 

information with relative win rate. Only Large ROE, Large Return Rate in the last 
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quarter, and Small Systematic Risk proved to have mutual dependence with 

relative win rate during the contractionary 4th period. 

Initial analysis using mutual information revealed the most important feature for 

each performance indicator: 

Performance Indicator Key Feature 

Annual Returns Large B/P, Large ROE, 

Large Market Value 

Excess Returns Large S/P 

Systematic Risk Large S/P 

Total Risk Small Systematic Risk 

Absolute Win Rate Large S/P 

Relative Win Rate Large ROE 

Table 10. Key Feature for the Six Performance Indicators 

6. Clustering of Factor Allocations 

K-Means Clustering was implemented with the scaled six performance indicators 

served as components. The number of clusters K was selected using an elbow 

diagram. Based on the components for each subperiod, K clusters were formed. 

The average Sharpe Ratios (Excess Return divided by Systematic Risk) for each 

cluster were computed. Note that Sharpe Ratio was calculated to determine which 

of the formed clusters generate the highest excess return per unit of risky 

investment taken. The cluster with the highest Sharpe Ratio will be selected in the 

next subperiod. Moreover, its corresponding Sharpe Ratio in the next subperiod 

will be compared with the previous period Sharpe Ratio.  

 

The goal of K-Means Clustering implementation is to test whether the same cluster 

of factors that delivered the highest Sharpe Ratio in one subperiod will also 

generate a high Sharpe Ratio in the next subperiod. This means that the same 

strategy of weight allocation (for instance, 50% in Large ROE stocks, 25% in 

Large B/P stocks, and 25% in Large Market Value stocks) that worked during the 

previous 5 years will continue to work in the next 5 years. 
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K-Means Clustering in Period 1 

  
Figure 2. Elbow Method Result for K-Means Clustering in Period 1 

 

From the elbow diagram that shows the Total Within-Cluster Sum-of-Squares for a 

given number of cluster k, the tipping point occurred at the point when k = 4, and 4 

clusters were formed in the analysis.    

  

 
 

    Table 11. Cluster of Factor Weights with the Highest Sharpe Ratio in Period 1  

 

Table 11 shows the elements of the cluster that generated the highest Sharpe Ratio 

in Period 1. The factor weight allocations (indexed by their ID numbers) in the 

selected cluster are presented. For instance, index 5 pertains to the factor weight 

allocation of 100% in Large Market Value. A close look at the selected cluster 

suggests that some exposure to Size factor (proxied by Large Market Value) and 
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Momentum factor (proxied by Large Return Rate in the last quarter) yielded the 

highest Sharpe Ratio in Period 1. 

        

Selected Factor Index Sharpe Ratio 

Selected Cluster (Indices 5, 

10, 29, 31, 45, 54, 56, 61) 

1.662 

All 64 Indices 1.278 

Difference between 

Selected Cluster and 

Average Sharpe Ratio 

 

0.384 

 

Table 12. Comparison of Sharpe Ratios  

 

Table 12 presents the resulting Sharpe Ratio when the formed cluster in Period 1 is 

selected in subsequent Period 2. The chosen cluster in Period 1 will yield a Sharpe 

Ratio of 1.662 in Period 2, higher than the average Sharpe Ratio of 1.278 of all the 

64 factor-based allocations in Period 2.    

 

K-Means Clustering in Period 2 
 

 
                 Figure 3. Elbow Method Result for K-Means Clustering in Period 2 

 

Similar with the K-Means Clustering in Period 1, the tipping point occurred at the 

point when k = 4, and 4 clusters were formed in the analysis. 
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     Table 13. Cluster of Factor Weights with the Highest Sharpe Ratio in Period 2  

 

Table 13 lists the elements of the cluster that generated the highest Sharpe Ratio in 

Period 2. A thorough look at the cluster elements showed that employing a more 

diversified investment approach across each of the factor-based strategies will 

yield a higher Sharpe Ratio in Period 2. This observation is contrary to the optimal 

strategy in Period 1, which calls for a more concentrated exposure to Size and 

Momentum factors.  
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Selected Factor Index Sharpe Ratio 

Selected Cluster (Indices 5, 

7,10, 13, 15, 23, 26, 29, 32, 

35, 38, 42, 43, 44, 48, 51, 

54, 57, 58, 59, 60, 63) 

 

                 1.920 

All 64 Indices 1.472 

Difference between 

Selected Cluster and 

Average Sharpe Ratio 

 

                  0.448 

 
Table 14. Comparison of Sharpe Ratios  

 

Table 14 calculates the resulting Sharpe Ratio when the formed cluster in Period 2 

is selected in subsequent Period 3. The chosen cluster in Period 2 will yield a 

Sharpe Ratio of 1.920 in Period 3, higher than the average Sharpe Ratio of 1.472 of 

all the 64 factor-based allocations in Period 3.    

 

K-Means Clustering in Period 3 

 
          Figure 4. Elbow Method Result for K-Means Clustering in Period 3 

 

Similar with the K-Means Clustering in Periods 1 and 2, the tipping point occurred 

at the point when k = 4, and 4 clusters were formed in the analysis. 
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Table 15. Cluster of Factor Weights with the Highest Sharpe Ratio in Period 3  

 

Table 15 lists the elements of the cluster that generated the highest Sharpe Ratio in 

Period 3. Similar with the finding in Period 2, adopting a more diversified 

investment approach across each of the factor-based strategies will yield a higher 

Sharpe Ratio in Period 3.  
 

Selected Factor Index Sharpe Ratio 

Selected Cluster (Indices 5, 

7, 9, 15, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 

32, 34, 42, 43, 45, 47, 48, 

50, 51, 53, 57, 58, 59, 60, 

62, 63) 

 

 

1.477 

All 64 Indices 1.360 

Difference between 

Selected Cluster and 

Average Sharpe Ratio 

 

                  0.117 

 

Table 16. Comparison of Sharpe Ratios  
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Table 16 computes for the resulting Sharpe Ratio when the formed cluster in 

Period 3 is selected in subsequent Period 4. The chosen cluster in Period 3 will 

yield a Sharpe Ratio of 1.477 in Period 4, higher than the average Sharpe Ratio of 

1.360 of all the 64 factor-based allocations in Period 3.  

 

The implementation of K-Means Clustering across the three subperiods provided 

some evidence that forming a cluster of factor-based strategies with highest Sharpe 

Ratio in the current period can generate a higher-than-average Sharpe Ratio in the 

next 5-year period. However, the difference in Sharpe Ratios declined in Period 3, 

suggesting that the strategy may experience diminishing returns in the future. 

 

An analysis of cluster elements showed that a more concentrated exposure towards 

Momentum and Size factor is optimal in Period. In contrast, a more diversified 

allocation across each of the factor-based strategies works best in realizing a higher 

Sharpe Ratio in the subsequent periods. Indeed, optimal investment strategies 

change over time as popular investment strategies may get crowded and have 

reduced profitability. Finally, the cluster with the highest Sharpe Ratio in periods 2 

and 3 contained about 1/3 of total data points. This observation implies that the risk 

and return profile of factor-based strategies become more similar over the years.       

 

7. Portfolio Return and Risk Model 

Supervised learning algorithms were employed to build a reliable portfolio return 

and risk model. The purpose of the model is to provide a fair estimate of long-term 

investment return and risk (labels) given different portfolio weight allocations 

(features) to Large B/P, Large ROE, Large S/P, Large Return Rate in the last 

quarter, Large Market Value, and Small Systematic Riks.  

A variety of supervised learning algorithms were used to train and test the dataset 

for each of the four subperiods. Linear regression with feature selection 

component (Lasso and Ridge), Ensemble Methods (Random Forest and Adaboost), 

K-Nearest-Neighbors, Support Vector Machine (Radial Basis Function, Linear, 

and Sigmoid), and Multi-Layer Perceptron (Relu, Logistic, Tanh, and Identity) 

were implemented to build a regression-based model to reliably estimate the 
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portfolio returns and risks given weight allocations to each of the 6 factor-based 

strategies. 10-Fold Cross-Validated R2 was chosen as the performance metric in 

selecting the supervised learning algorithm to predict future data points.  

The final output of the analysis is to determine the best supervised learning 

algorithm in estimating annual returns, excess returns, systematic risk, and total 

risk. The selected supervised learning algorithm will be used to estimate the long-

term return and risk of different factor weight allocations.        

Building a Portfolio Return Model on Annual Returns  

 

  Table 16. 10-Fold Cross-Validated R2 of Supervised Learning Algorithms  

Ensemble methods (Random Forest and Adaboost) performed best in predicting 

annual returns based on different factor weight allocations. However, their cross-

validated R2 scores are diminished during recessionary period 4. This calls for the 

need to retrain the ensemble algorithms with changes in economic regimes. 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) models fared 

poorly across all subperiods.     
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Large 

B/P 

Large 

ROE 

Large S/P Large 

Return 

Rate in last 

quarter 

Large 

Market 

Value 

Small 

Systematic 

Risk 

Predicted 20-

year Annual 

Return 

100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 14.061% 

0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 15.301% 

0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 16.601% 

0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 10.616% 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 10.006% 

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 8.607% 

16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 17.094% 

Table 17. Random Forest Estimate of 20-Year Annual Returns with various Factor Allocations  

Random Forest algorithm estimated an equally weighted portfolio across the six 

factor-based strategies to generate the highest 20-year annual return among the 7 

scenarios. It predicted a portfolio fully allocated to Small Systematic Risk strategy 

to yield the lowest 20-year annual return.  
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Large 

B/P 

Large 

ROE 

Large S/P Large 

Return 

Rate in last 

quarter 

Large 

Market 

Value 

Small 

Systematic 

Risk 

Predicted 20-

year Annual 

Return 

100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 14.038% 

0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 15.318% 

0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 16.272% 

0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 9.453% 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 9.345% 

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 8.725% 

16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.593% 

Table 18. Adaboost Estimate of 20-Year Annual Returns with various Factor Allocations 

Similar with Random Forest algorithm, Adaboost forecasted an equally weighted 

portfolio across the six factor-based strategies to generate the highest 20-year 

annual return among the 7 scenarios. It estimated a portfolio 100% allocated to 

Small Systematic Risk strategy to yield the lowest 20-year annual return. 
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Building a Portfolio Return Model on Excess Returns 

 

  Table 19. 10-Fold Cross-Validated R2 of Supervised Learning Algorithms  

Ensemble methods (Random Forest and Adaboost) still performed best in 

predicting excess returns based on different factor weight allocations. Their cross-

validated R2 scores are also diminished during contractionary period 4. SVM and 

MLP models fared poorly across all subperiods. 
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Large 

B/P 

Large 

ROE 

Large S/P Large 

Return 

Rate in last 

quarter 

Large 

Market 

Value 

Small 

Systematic 

Risk 

Predicted 20-

year Excess 

Return 

100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1.110% 

0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1.249% 

0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 1.701% 

0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0.185% 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0.223% 

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% -0.078% 

16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 2.128% 

Table 20. Random Forest Estimate of 20-Year Excess Returns with various Factor Allocations 

Random Forest algorithm predicted an equally weighted portfolio across the six 

factor-based strategies to generate the highest 20-year excess return among the 7 

different scenarios. It estimated a portfolio 100% allocated to Small Systematic 

Risk strategy to yield the lowest 20-year excess return. 
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Large 

B/P 

Large 

ROE 

Large S/P Large 

Return 

Rate in last 

quarter 

Large 

Market 

Value 

Small 

Systematic 

Risk 

Predicted 20-

year Excess 

Return 

100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1.206% 

0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1.230% 

0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 1.633% 

0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% -0.025% 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0.058% 

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% -0.092% 

16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 1.959% 

Table 21. Adaboost Estimate of 20-Year Excess Returns with various Factor Allocations 

Similar with Random Forest algorithm, Adaboost estimated an equally weighted 

portfolio across the six factor-based strategies to generate the highest 20-year 

excess return among the 7 scenarios. It predicted a portfolio 100% allocated to 

Small Systematic Risk strategy to yield the lowest 20-year excess return. 
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Building a Portfolio Risk Model on Systematic Risk 

 

         Table 22. 10-Fold Cross-Validated R2 of Supervised Learning Algorithms  

Ensemble methods (Random Forest and Adaboost) performed best in predicting 

systematic risk based on different factor weight allocations. Their cross-validated 

R2 scores remained high even during the financial crisis in period 4. MLP fared 

badly and yielded negative R2 scores in most subperiods.   
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Large 

B/P 

Large 

ROE 

Large S/P Large 

Return 

Rate in last 

quarter 

Large 

Market 

Value 

Small 

Systematic 

Risk 

Predicted 

Systematic 

Risk 

100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1.2337 

0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1.1207 

0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 1.2285 

0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 1.2936 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 1.0518 

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 1.0635 

16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 0.9265 

Table 23. Random Forest Estimate of Systematic Risk with various Factor Allocations 

Random Forest algorithm predicted an equally weighted portfolio across the six 

factor-based strategies to generate the lowest systematic risk among the 7 given 

scenarios. It forecasted a portfolio 100% allocated to Momentum factor (Large 

Return Rate in the last quarter) to result to the highest systematic risk. 
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Large 

B/P 

Large 

ROE 

Large S/P Large 

Return 

Rate in last 

quarter 

Large 

Market 

Value 

Small 

Systematic 

Risk 

Predicted 20-

year 

Systematic 

Risk 

100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1.2829 

0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1.1000 

0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 1.2530 

0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 1.3900 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 1.0821 

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 1.0405 

16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 0.9410 

Table 24. Adaboost Estimate of Systematic Risk with various Factor Allocations 

Similar with Random Forest algorithm, Adaboost estimated an equally weighted 

portfolio across the six factor-based strategies to generate the lowest systematic 

risk among the 7 scenarios. It predicted a portfolio 100% allocated to Momentum 

factor (Large Return Rate in the last quarter) to yield the highest systematic risk. 
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Building a Portfolio Risk Model on Total Risk 

 

  Table 25. 10-Fold Cross-Validated R2 of Supervised Learning Algorithms  

Random Forest performed best in predicting total risk based on different factor 

weight allocations. Its cross-validated R2 score remained high even during the 

financial crisis in period 4. SVM and MLP performed poorly and yielded negative 

R2 scores in most subperiods.   
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Large 

B/P 

Large 

ROE 

Large S/P Large 

Return 

Rate in last 

quarter 

Large 

Market 

Value 

Small 

Systematic 

Risk 

Predicted 20-

year Total 

Risk 

100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0.1337 

0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0.1072 

0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0.1370 

0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0.1352 

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0.0938 

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0.1104 

16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 16.67% 0.097 

Table 26. Random Forest Estimate of Total Risk with various Factor Allocations 

Random Forest algorithm predicted an equally weighted portfolio across the six 

factor-based strategies to generate the lowest total risk of the 7 given scenarios. It 

forecasted a portfolio 100% allocated to Value factor (Large S/P) to return the 

highest total risk. 

Implementation of supervised learning algorithms to build a model of portfolio 

return and risk reveals that ensemble methods (Random Forest and Adaboost) 

perform best in the given dataset. Moreover, using ensemble methods to predict 

portfolio returns shows that diversification across six factor-based strategies will 

maximize both annual and excess returns. Full exposure to Small Systematic Risk 

will yield lower annual and excess returns. Using the same ensemble algorithms 

also suggests that diversification across six factor-based strategies will lower 

systematic and total risk. 100% exposure to Momentum factor (Large Return Rate 

in the last quarter) and Value factor (Large S/P) may increase systematic and total 

risk, respectively.    
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8. Conclusion 

This study determined the key features that have great mutual dependencies with 

each of the six performance indicators namely Annual Returns, Excess Returns, 

Systematic Risk, Total Risk, Absolute Win Rate, and Relative Win Rate (see Table 

10). Gathering data on the specified features for each performance indicator can 

allow investors to monitor critical variables that drive the indicators.  

This research also performed K-Means clustering to select the cluster of factor 

allocations that yielded the highest Sharpe Ratio or risk-adjusted return for each 

subperiod. Results show that forming a cluster of factor-based strategies with 

highest Sharpe Ratio in the current period can generate a higher-than-average 

Sharpe Ratio in the next 5-year period. Further analysis provides insight on the 

importance of a more diversified portfolio in the recent periods. It also implies that 

the risk and return profile of factor-based strategies become more similar over the 

years.       

Implementation of supervised learning algorithms also shows that ensemble 

methods (Random Forest and Adaboost) prove to perform better than other 

algorithms (K-Nearest-Neighbor, Support Vector Machine, Multi-Layer 

Perceptrons, Lasso and Ridge Regression) in building a reliable model that links 

factor weight allocations to different measures of portfolio risks and returns. 

Moreover, adopting a diversified exposure across the six factor-based strategies 

can maximize long-term returns and minimize risks. 100% allocation to small 

systematic risk may minimize long-term returns. 100% allocation to Momentum 

factor and Value factor may be suboptimal in reducing the level of portfolio risk.    
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